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STEP 1 - PREPARE MATRIX
Unfold Matrix

Matrix has lite coat
of adhesive.

Spray
paint & extra
adhesive if desired.

To color Matrix,
spray paint on top of
adhesive, let dry,
then add final coat
of adhesive (3-M
#77 is suggested).

Connect panels

Tab goes through

Connect panels

top to bottom.

Stretch Matrix
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“ROSA” is an acronymn for
“Rouse Octagon Square
Apertures”. All the ROSA
family of RMS expandable
frameworks are comprised
largely of octagon and
square shaped openings.
Most original RMS
frameworks
are
distinguished by honeycomb
(hexagon) shaped openings
and belong to the
“honeycomb” or “HONEY”
family of RMS.
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side to side.

heart shaped opening.

STEP 2 - PREPARE BALLOONS
Size balloons
8” diameter

For very neat results
tie most balloons* in
very tight pairs and
trim off excess
balloon necks.

Inflate &
squeeze balloons

One ROSA Builder Panel

STEP 3 - LOAD BALLOONS in OCTAGONS
Roll balloons

into Matrix.

Equal portions of
each balloon should
be above and below
the Matrix straps.

STEP 4 - LOAD BALLOONS in SQUARES
(A) Inflate 6”, twist in
middle, tie in middle

or (B) Inflate 5”

and insert one bubble
through square hole

and insert balloon in
the square hole

or (C) Size two
balloons to suit you

TIP:
To load large sheets of balloons:
1. Put top edge of Matrix on near
edge of table.
2.Load pairs of balloons left to right.
3. Push row of balloons slightly away
TIP:
from you across table.
You
mayloading
trim rows
around
the
4.Continue
of balloons
outside
edgethem
of the
Ginger
and pushing
across
table.
5. AdjustBoy
balloons
into smooth#160
sheet
Bread
by weaving
you go.
or as
#260
balloons around the

knots between pairs of
balloons on the outside row
(See below). It is easiest
after balloons are loaded into
the first framework but before
the second framework is
added.

and tie through
the square hole
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